Atrophy of middle and short stereocilia on outer hair cells of guinea pig cochleas with experimentally induced hydrops.
Scanning electron microscopy was employed to investigate hair cell morphology at different stages in the development of experimentally induced hydrops in the guinea pig. A particular form of morpho-pathology, never before described, was identified as characteristic of hydropic cochleas. The pathology was characteristically identified as atrophy of the short and middle stereocilia on the outer hair cells while the inner hair cell stereocilia did not have such a pathology. The atrophy was restricted to the upper cochlear turns in remarkable correspondence with the low/middle frequency sensitivity loss and was detected only at the end of the period of fluctuating thresholds. These stereocilia perturbations appear therefore to be linked with the threshold fluctuations and represent the first evidence for a clear correlation between hair cell morphology and physiology in the experimental model of endolymphatic hydrops. Such a morphopathology might also be expected to occur in cochleas of Menière's patients but may have been overlooked in the past because of the discrete nature of the pathology.